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Abstract: The ferroelectric phase transition in RMnO3 breaks both Z3 and Z2 symmetries, giving rise
to 6 structural domains. Topological protected vortices are formed at the junctions of all 6 domains,
and the ferroelectric phase transition is closely related to these Z6 vortices. In this work, Monte-Carlo
studies on both the ferroelectric and magnetic transition have been performed on RMnO3 system.
The magnetic simulation results on lattices with different structural domain distributions induced by
external electric field and simulated quenching show different magnetic transition temperature Ts,
indicating that the coupling of magnetism and ferroelectricity is through the Z6 structural domain.
At extreme case, lattice quenched from above the ferroelectric transition results in high vortex density,
which can drive the system into spin glass.
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Multiferroics are materials that host magnetism and ferroelectricity in a single phase [1].
The potential of having magnetism and ferroelectricity coupling makes these materials of great
importance both technologically and scientifically. Judging by the source of magnetism and
ferroelectricity, multiferroics can be categorized into type-I and type-II: in type-I multiferroics the
magnetism and ferroelectricity have different origins and are often well separated in transition
temperatures, whereas in type-II multiferroics the magnetism is the cause of ferroelectricity [2–4].
As a typical type-I multiferroic, the hexagonal RMnO3 (R = Y, Lu, Sc, · · · ) becomes ferroelectric below
TC ∼ 570–990 K when the crystal breaks the Z3 symmetry of the high temperature P63mmc phase
through a structural instability of the Mn and O atoms due to trimerization [5–7]. The trimerization
then leads to the rare earth atom splitting into two atomic sites which breaks the Z2 symmetry and
gives rise to polarization, as illustrated in Figure 1b. The space group of the ferroelectric phase is
P63cm [8]. Since the Mn atoms form triangular lattice in the xy-plane, the system becomes geometrically
frustrated [9]. Below TN ∼ 90 K, the magnetic moment of Mn orders in a 120◦ arrangement [8,10].
The weak interaction between magnetism and ferroelectricity in RMnO3 was observed through in-plane
dielectric anomaly [11].

The Z3 × Z2 symmetry breaking in the ferroelectric transition of RMnO3 creates 6 structural
domains. As shown in Figure 1a–c, RMnO3 consists of corner sharing MnO5 bipyramid layers
separated by the rare earth atom layers. From the top view, each MnO5 bipyramid is surrounded by
3 rare earth atoms (α, β, γ). The trimerization involves tilting of the bipyramids towards one of the
6 symmetry equivalent directions: α+, β+, γ+, α−, β−, γ−, each of which corresponds to a structural
domain [6]. This has been confirmed by observations using optics second harmonic generation, SEM,
STM and AFM [6,12–16]. Both the magnetic and ferroelectric order parameters are confined in the
xy-plane due to the crystal geometry [17]. Based on this feature, a 2D 6-fold clock model without
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microscopical details can be built for Monte-Carlo study of RMnO3 system [18]. Without external
electric field, the Hamiltonian of the model has the following form:
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Figure 1. (Color online.) Shown in (a,b) are the crystal structures of RMnO3 above and below the
ferroelectric transition temperature TC, respectively. The arrow in (b) indicates the direction of the
MnO5 bipyramid tilting (a.k.a. trimerization). In (c) shows the 6-symmetry equivalent trimerization
directions, which correspond to the 6 structural domains as labeled in (d). Shown in (e) is a typical
simulated lattice below TC.

HE = −∑
i

AE cos(6ϕi)− ∑
〈i,j〉

JE cos(ϕi − ϕj) (1)

Here ϕi represents direction of the bipyramid tilting on the ith unit cell, AE is the structural
anisotropy coefficient, and JE is the coupling constant between the nearest neighbor 〈i, j〉. To simulate
the hexagonal crystal structure of RMnO3, the Hamiltonian is defined on a triangular lattice. The first
term determines 6 minima of the simulated variable: ϕn = nπ

3 with n = 0, 1, · · · , 5, each corresponding
to one of the 6 structural domains, as illustrated in Figure 1d. The second term introduces ferroelectric
coupling between nearest neighbors with positive value of JE. The Metropolis Monte-Carlo algorithm
is used to simulate the system. In each iteration, a unit cell i is chosen randomly. A random change dϕ

is proposed to be added on ϕi, and will be accepted with probability MIN(1, exp(−β∆E)), with ∆E
being the corresponding change of the total energy and β = 1

kBT . A typical simulated lattice in the
ferroelectric phase is shown in Figure 1e, where different domains are painted in different colors.
The domain walls always cross at the junctions of all 6 domains, forming Z6 vortices, which are
direct results of the Z3 × Z2 symmetry breaking. In the simulation the vortices always appear in two
low-energy cyclic sequences: α+, β−, γ+, α−, β+, γ− and α+, γ−, β+, α−, γ+, β−, in agreement with
the experimental observations [13,15,16]. In 3D the vortices in each xy-plane are connected, forming
vortex loops [17,18].

The order parameter of this Z6 symmetry breaking transition is defined as:

mZ6 =
1
N


[
∑

i
cos(ϕi)

]2

+

[
∑

i
sin(ϕi)

]2


1/2

(2)

If the variable ϕ goes through 2π or −2π across the 6 nearest neighbors of a site i, this site
is classified as a vortex with positive or negative cyclic sequence. With this definition, the high
temperature phase consists of high density of vortices. The polarization per site of the simulated lattice
is calculated by:

P = p0 ∑
i

cos(3ϕi)/N (3)

Here p0 is the unit dipole moment of a unit cell. With that the Hamiltonian with external electric
field can be defined as:
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HE =−∑
i

AE cos(6ϕi)− ∑
〈i,j〉

JE cos(ϕi − ϕj)

− E · p0 ∑
i

cos(3ϕi)/N
(4)
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Figure 2. (Color online.) Above shows the simulation results on the ferroelectric part of the model. First,
the ferroelectric transition with different lattice sizes is simulated under zero electric field. The Z6 order
parameter mZ6 , the polarization P, the heat capacity C and the density of Z6 vortices ρv are plotted as
functions of simulated temperature in (a,b,d,e), respectively. Second, the responds of an L = 40 lattice
to the external electric field in temperature range of 0.26∼2.51 J/kB are demonstrated in (c).

The ferroelectric transition with different lattice sizes is simulated under zero electric field
with JE = J, AE = 5

8 J. The Z6 order parameter mZ6 , the polarization P, the heat capacity C and
the density of Z6 vortices ρv are plotted as functions of simulated temperature in Figure 2a,b,d,e,
respectively. The simulation clearly showed two transitions: TC1 ∼1.8 J/kB marks the temperature
where the vortex density drops, and TC2 ∼0.7 J/kB is associated with the onset of polarization. It is
known that a 2D xy model does not yield any 1st or 2nd order phase transition, but can give rise
to the Kosterliz-Thouless (KT) transition [19]. Previous theoretical works have shown that the 2D
6-state clock model can go from disorder to order through either an Ising transition plus a 3-state
Potts transition or two KT transitions [20]. Numerical study on systems with similar Z6 symmetry
breaking shows evidence of 2 KT transitions with a critical phase in between [21,22]. As shown in
Figure 2a,b,d,e, the two transitions we observed exhibit little lattice-size dependence. Finite size scaling
analysis on these two transitions supports neither Ising transition nor Potts transition. Therefore
the two ferroelectric transitions in our model are most likely KT transitions. Shown in Figure 2c
are the simulation results of polarization as a function of the electric field E in a temperature range
of 0.26∼2.51 J/kB on a L = 40 lattice. Initially the lattice was fully polarized by negative field.
The external electric field was then gradually increased. The simulated lattice reached equilibrium at
each field point. Below TC2 the system shows a clear ferroelectric hysteresis. Between TC2 and TC1 the
system shows paraelectric behavior with a non-linear P-E curve, similar to the superparaelectric P-E
curve observed in relaxor ferroelectrics [23,24]. Above TC1 the system becomes a normal paraelectric
with linear P-E curve. The superparaelectric behavior between TC2 and TC1 suggest that the system
is in a critical phase with infinite correlation length, which further supports that the two observed
transition is KT type. The results of the simulation on the ferroelectric variable with zero electric field
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demonstrate that the Z6 symmetry breaking in our model is achieved through two KT transitions.
First the system breaks Z3 symmetry, indicated by the decrease of vortex density, then the system breaks
Z2 symmetry, leading to non-zero polarization. This two-step nature of the ferroelectric transition
in RMnO3 has been observed experimentally [25]. The lattice responds to external electric field is in
agreement with experimental results [15,16,26].

On top of the 6-fold clock model for ferroelectricity of the system, a 2D xy model for spin order
can be added by introducing the following Hamiltonian [27]:

HS = −∑
i

AS cos(2φi)− ∑
〈i,j〉

JS cos(ψi − ψj) (5)

(a) (b)

(c)

slow cooled                       polarized

quenched at 0.6 J/KB          quenched at 0.8 J/KB

quenched at 1.7 J/KB          quenched at 1.9 J/KB

α+ α-β+ β-γ+ γ-

Figure 3. (Color online.) Shown in (a) are six 100× 100 simulated lattices with different structural
domain distributions. The magnetic order parameters and susceptibilities of the six lattices plus a single
domain case are plotted in (b,c) as functions of temperature. The inset in (c) are zoomed-in plot of the
susceptibility curves of the last two quenched lattices.

Here the variable φi represents the magnetic ordering within the ith unit cell, and the variable
ψi ≡ ϕi + φi takes the ferroelectric domain of that unit cell into account. AS represents the
single-ion anisotropy for spin, and JS is the coupling constant between the nearest neighbor 〈i, j〉.
The magnetization per site in the jth structural domain is calculated by:

Mj =
µ0

Nj


[
∑

i
cos(φi)

]2

+

[
∑

i
sin(φi)

]2


1/2

(6)

with µ0 representing the magnetic moment within a unit cell, and Nj being the size of the jth domain.
If fixing the ferroelectric variable ϕi = 0 across the whole lattice, the spin part of the model is equivalent
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to a 2D Ising model under strong anisotropy term AS. By averaging among different structural domains
the magnetic order parameter of the whole lattice is defined as:

MS =
1
N ∑

j
Nj Mj (7)

With only one structural domain, the magnetic order parameter is Ising like with reasonably large
anisotropy AS. It is then interesting to study how the magnetic transition behaves when the lattice
exhibits different level of complexity in structural domain distribution. Since the ferroelectric transition
temperature of RMnO3 is an order of magnitude larger than its magnetic transition temperature,
the value of the parameters in HS were chosen to be AS = JS = 0.05J. Shown in Figure 3a are six
100× 100 simulated lattices with different structural domain distributions. The ‘slow cooled’ lattice
was simulated by gradually decreasing the temperature from above TC1 to 0.1 J/kB. The ‘quenched’
lattices were simulated by abruptly changing the temperature from the labeled values to 0.1 J/kB.
The ‘polarized’ lattice was created by applying positive electric field on the ‘slow cooled’ lattice.
The simulation results of the magnetic order on these lattices plus a trivial single domain case are shown
in Figure 3b,c in the form of magnetization and magnetic susceptibility. With increased structural
domain complexity and decreased average domain size, the magnetic moments order with a lower
transition temperature and a lower saturated magnetization at base temperature. Previous works have
shown coupling between magnetoelastic coupling in this system using inelastic neutron scattering
and ultrasonic measurements [28,29]. In our model, the only thing that couples the magnetism and
ferroelectricity is the ∑〈i,j〉 JS cos(ψi−ψj) term in Equation (3), where the first nearest neighbor coupling
of the magnetic moment is weakened if the two neighbors belong to different ferroelectric domains.
When the structural domain becomes more complex, the frequently changing ϕi induces disorder in
the coupling constant JS, which drives the system towards the Edwards-Anderson model for spin
glass [30]. In fact, the magnetic susceptibility curves of the ‘quenched at 1.7 J/kB’ and ‘quenched at
1.9 J/kB’ lattices shown in the inset of Figure 3c is very similar to the no-field-cooling curve of a spin
glass. In conclusion, our Monte-Carlo simulation work demonstrates that the magnetism and the
ferroelectricity in the type-I multiferroic material RMnO3 can still be coupled through the Z6 structural
domains, and that in extreme case the high vortex density can drive the system into a spin glass state.
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